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as well as reflecting the history of mathematics, mandelbrot hoped that his memoir would be used to
communicate mathematics to new audiences. mandelbrot was famous and took a certain amount of

interest in the public, but he also took the time to explain mathematics in language that anyone
could understand. he referred to his memoir as a scientific autobiography, not an autobiography. this

was a new direction, and his book was a reflection on the way that the new generations of
mathematicians could be heard, and mandelbrot hoped that his memoir could be a step in the

process. he told aliette that he wanted to reach as many people as possible. from his memoirs, we
can see what he considered to be an important step in the communication of mathematics to lay
audiences. after the first chapter, mandelbrot wrote about calculus, the theory of functions, the

calculus of variation, and the calculus of variations. he used stories about famous mathematicians to
teach the students, and he added anecdotes about his own life to make the mathematics easier to

understand. he believed that understanding would result from following a flow of mathematical
ideas, and he was happy to see his readers get caught up in the excitement of mathematics.

mandelbrot set although mandelbrots discovery of the mandelbrot set was initially greeted with
skepticism, it soon became clear that, like the sierpinski triangle, and unlike many other fractals, the

set is a genuine object, with real mathematical properties. mandelbrot soon began giving public
lectures, and in the mid 1980s he began writing his memoirs.
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